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INTRODUCTION

Ancient Greek sculpture is a well-studied 
phenomenon in the history of the world culture. 
It has been the subject of detailed study by rep-
resentatives of various scholarly fi elds: historians 
and art theoreticians, esthetic philosophers and 
culturologists. They have developed a complete 
picture of processes that took place during the 
“Great Awakening”. Generations of artists and 

sculptors in modern times have been brought up 
copying ancient images. The fact that this topic 
has been thoroughly explored allows investiga-
tors to use ancient sculpture for verifying certain 
hypotheses and testing methodology of studying 
artistic visualization that can be further used to 
explore other less investigated artistic traditions. 
Greek sculpture is often viewed by a researcher 
through their perception of a concrete object as a 
masterpiece, i.e. a unique phenomenon. The idea 
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ABSTRACT

This articleis devoted to studying the prospects of using anthropological methods to identify pat-
terns of building sculptural forms. Authors use a well-studied by art history Greek archaic & classic 
sculpture as a subject of their study. The intent of the work is to reveal the mechanism of the evolution 
of the art image in Greek sculpture from the different time periods. The dividing of anthropological fea-
tures out of those which refl ect cultural patterns and trends, such as canon, is exceedingly problematic. 
Nevertheless the applying of anthropological methods to analyze art objects creates a new methodolo-
gy and reveals tendencies in the evolution of the image.

The study allows us to mark out the characteristics of the image related to the proportions regu-
lated by the canon from the really anthropological features such as a structure of the periorbital area 
and facial horizontal profi le. The stability of the reproduction of these features through time and space 
suggest the infl uence on the images of the real anthropological environment. The change of the image 
in the VI-V cc. BC presumably refl ects the change of the anthropological type which took place in the 
remote past.

The study of the faces of the sculptures reveals the proportional similarity of the Palmyra funerary 
sculpture and the Greek archaic images.

KEYWORDS: GREEK SCULPTURE, FACE PROPORTIONS, COMPOSITE PORTRAITS, EVOLU-
TION OF ART IMAGE.
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of this research is trying to view Greek sculpture 
as a statistical sampling, where each work of art 
is a variant of an established method of artistic 
expression of the human image. This approach is 
based on methods of anthropological science with 
more elaborated apparatus allowing typologiza-
tion of human images. The purpose of such an 
interdisciplinary overview is to defi ne patterns of 
evolution of the artistic image in ancient sculpture 
during different historical periods. Separating an-
thropological characteristics of the art image from 
those refl ecting cultural patterns and trends, such 
as the canon, poses a particular problem for a cul-
turologist in their research.

In this connection, interdisciplinary (anthropo-
logical) methods allow scientists to test different 
methodologies and consider trends in the artistic 
image development (taking ancient images as an 
example) that are diffi cult to discern in less ex-
plored traditions.

The present research is an attempt to use clas-
sic anthropometric methods for analysis of ob-
jects that are not, strictly speaking, the subject of 
anthropology. Nevertheless, in different cultural 
periods, researchers dealt with certain cultural 
objects because portraits and sculptures of the 
human face, on the one hand, contain anthropo-
logical information, while on the other they, to 
the great extent, refl ect those cultural processes 
that would take place in different time periods. 
(Беликов и Гончарова 2012)

The authors have offered a hypothesis of Greek 
sculpture as a representation of a real-life anthro-
pological type meaning that sculpture can bear 
the imprint of the “anthropological environment”. 
This hypothesis is not original, with D. Pontikos, 
a Greek researcher, being among its advocates 
stating that anthropological peculiarities of Greek 
population of the antiquity have been preserved 
(URL:http://dienekes.blogspot.ru/), which does 
not contradict the paradigm of the conservative 
nature of the anthropological type. To prove his 
hypothesis, Pontikos offers composite portraits 
of Greek sculpture and a modern Greek person 

(Fig.1) put together by Perret’s method (Perrett, 
May and Yoshikawa 1994).

Following this logic, we have created several 
composite “portraits” of Greek sculptures having 
grouped them according to the accepted classifi -
cation of the Ancient Art periods. To achieve this, 
we chose front view photographs of sculptures 
(early VII – late IV BC). This period is charac-
terized by the development of the Archaic style, 
formation and development of the Classic style 
and its transformation into the Hellenistic Art. 
Such composite portraits have been created with 
the aid of Adobe Photoshop by the method of 
emulation suggested by F. Galton (Galton 1879, 
Беликов, Гончаров и Гончарова 2014). It will 
not be diffi cult to notice that these composite 
portraits belonging to various historical periods 
demonstrate obvious differences. The differences 
can be accounted for not only by the change in the 
artistic workmanship, but also its anthropological 
content. Examination of the artistic image evolu-
tion from the Archaic to the High Classic period 
shows a signifi cant change of the art image over a 
period of only 250 years (Fig. 2).

Provided the anthropological type is stable, 
such differences may prove that at fi rst the state-
ment of continuity of the anthropological type is 
false, or secondly that sculpture is not its direct 
refl ection. This is where the question arise of what 
sculpture does refl ect. It is logical to suppose 
that sculpture, apart from its dependency on the 

Fig. 1 Composite portraits of Greek sculpture and a 
modern Greek person.
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real-life anthropological environment, demon-
strates some and much more deeper dependency 
on cultural processes that took place in the given 
period. Greeks founded their art on the concept of 
“mimesis”, i.e. emulation. At that, emulation did 
not represent simple nature copying, typical of the 
Romans. In the process of creation of an image, a 
Greek master always followed, to a certain extent, 
canons – widely adopted proportional systems. 
Thus, in our research we may single out two ex-
tremes, between which Greek visual artistry de-
veloped. The fi rst extreme is the closest reproduc-
tion of the visible form. This thought fi nally leads 
to the idea of the direct use of a model. The second 
extreme is emulation of the ideal essence of an ob-
ject, unchangeable and perfect, which is expressed 
through the numeric or proportional canon.

Besides these two methods of emulation, we 
also ought to bear in mind the creation of an ar-
tistic object, which implies that the fi nal product 
of the sculptor’s work is infl uenced by the artistic 
consciousness and perception typical of a historic 
period. This specifi c understanding is expressed 
in the choice of relevant and meaningful fea-
tures of a person that the master tries to convey 
in the sculpture. Any visual perception is insepa-
rable from the problem of recognition, where the 
style and manner appear as a specifi c discourse 
of such recognition. Sculpture and its prototype 
are separated by the personality of the artist be-
ing infl uenced by the whole system of stereotypes 
relating to structures of cognition and perception. 
The development of such structures determines 

the characteristic features of the human image of 
a particular historical period.

Common examples of such structures are:
The specifi c process of work with a model ad-

opted at a given place and time, as well as each 
individual sculptor’s interpretation of his work.

The level of artistic skills and technological 
possibilities along with the general level of tech-
nological development in the community.

Normative systems and rules regulating the 
creation of an artistic object (canons), as well as 
the artist’s understanding of such canons.

Local nuances of artistic taste and master’s 
personal esthetic preferences.

Master’s personal visual experience revealing 
itself in the degree and quality of its infl uence on 
the image of a specifi c anthropological environ-
ment.

The appearance of fi rst local canons, inde-
pendent from the Egyptian ones, signifi ed the 
watershed between the Archaic and the Classical 
periods in Greek Art. In the Classical and Early 
Hellenistic periods, there were several such can-
ons, but the most important one is the earliest and 
most famous Poliklet’s Canon. The renowned art-
ist is believed to have developed an instructional 
text based on the system of Pythagorean geometric 
calculations. The text was a collection of propor-
tions of the human body in relation to the height 
and one to another. The master created the famous 
statue of Doriphorus to illustrate his calculations. 
It is clear that application of such systems should 
result in unifi cation of images and making these 

Fig. 2 Composite portraits from different periods. 1 – The High Archaic; 
2 – The Mature Archaic; 3 – The Severe Style; 4 – The High Classic.
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images more general, non-concrete, idealised.
The creation of composite portraits made evi-

dent certain “ideal” images typical of each histor-
ic period (see Fig. 2). These obvious differences 
between the composite portrait of the Archaic and 
the Classical sculpture suggest that they can be 
described not only visually, but also with formal, 
statistical methods.

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Personal photographs of alabaster sculptures 
from the collection of the Munich Museum of 
Ancient sculpture replicas as well as photographs 
of the Archaic sculpture published by Gisela M. 
Richter (Richter 1942) were taken for the base. 
The total number of photographic images used 
were 177 in the front view and 60 in profi le. All 
pictures were made according to the requirements 
of scientifi c research photography.

Damaged and obviously anatomically incor-
rect sculptures were excluded from the sample. 
As a consequence, all sculptures related to the 
Early Archaic period were also excluded because 
the level of artistic skills in that period could not 
provide the anatomical accuracy of statues.

Similarly, we did not include portraits of the 
Hellenistic and Roman periods into the sample, 
because we dedicated our research to the study of 
typical features in “ideal” images, not connected 
with the direct emulation of a model. New actual-
ization of the idea of creation of “idealized” imag-
es in the Late Antiquity is closely linked with the 
Palmyra Art. For this reason, a series of Palmyra 
funeral portraits was used as a reference group, 
with which we decided to compare the whole set 
of images specifi c for earlier periods. This com-
parison was aimed at revelation of characteristic 
features of the image determined by canons and 
separation from those depending on the anthropo-
logical environment.

The material was grouped according to the 
conventional Art history classifi cation:

High Archaic (570-525 BC)
Mature Archaic (525-490 BC)
Severe Style (480-430 BC)
High Classic (450-400 BC)
Late Classic (400-435 BC)
Hellenistic Art (325-30 BC)
Palmyra funeral portraits (II-III AD)
As mentioned earlier, statues of the Early Ar-

chaic period were not included in the analysis. 
Moreover, we combined the groups of Late Clas-
sic and Hellenistic periods in our statistical calcu-
lations, because their stylistic difference is rather 
vague. To sum up, 6 groups of photographs were 
analysed: “Archaic I” (corresponds to the style of 
the High Archaic period), “Archaic II” (Mature 
Archaic), “Severe Style”, “High Classic” , “Late 
Classic”, “Hellenistic” and “Palmyra portrait”.

The authors would like to thank the Vocord 
Company, a provider of human face recognition 
software, for the opportunity to use their product 
adapted to our purpose. To obtain measurements 
using Vocord software, reference points were set 
on each image (Fig. 3), and distance, as well as 
angles between them, were measured. We also 
determined classical measurement characteristics 
conventional for the statistical analysis: morpho-
logical height of face (H1), height of upper face 
(H2), height of lower face (height of lower jaw), 
relative thickness of lips, the widest part of face 
(cheekbones, D1), lower jaw width (D2, bigonial 

Fig. 3 Reference points for measurements.
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width)1, nose width. Moreover, we calculated 
inclination angles of the right and left palpebral 
fi ssures. The only possible reference method was 
comparison of their proportions (indices), because 
all evaluated images were different in size. The 
following ratios were calculated: morpholog-
ical index of face (H1:D1), index of upper face 
(H2:D1), as well as the relation of nose width to 
the cheekbone width of face and height of lips to 
morphological height of face. Thus, values for 
the relative nose width and relative thickness of 
lips were received. The total value of the angle 
between palpebral fi ssures was calculated based 
on inclination angles of the right and left palpe-
bral fi ssures. This total value does not depend on 
the inclination of the image. Besides, two indices 
necessary for our research were calculated, name-
ly, the index of face heights and the index of cor-
relations of face widths. The fi rst one is the ratio 

1 The authors realize that the measurement of the width 
between the angles of the lower jaw in a picture is not 
identical to the measurement of this parameter on the real 
face, because in the front view the angles of the lower jaw 
are often not visible at all. However, this methodological 
assumption seems reasonable on the condition that only 
data obtained from sculpture images are subjected to the 
group comparison.

of the upper face height to the morphological face 
height (Н2:Н1). 

It is evident that large values of this index cor-
respond to proportional reduction of the lower 
jaw height in the total face height and vice versa, 
reduction of the index of face heights signifi es in-
crease of the lower level of face. The second index 
is the ratio of the width between the corners of the 
lower jaw to the cheekbone width of face (D2:D1, 
bigonial width: cheekbone width). The increase of 
this index corresponds to accretion of the width 
of the lower level of face, at that, the shape of the 
face becomes more rectangular. The decrease of 
D2:D1 index means decrease of the lower width 
of face in comparison with the cheekbone width, 
at that the face becomes more triangular.

We evaluated characteristics of the profi le im-
ages that are not usually a part of the standard sta-
tistical software. However, we thought it might be 
interesting to compare the degree of convexity of 
the eyeball and the inclination angle of the orbits 
in sculptures of different historical periods. These 
characteristics are described by M. M. Gerasimov 
and, according to his study, they explain the dif-
ference between the Caucasian and Mongoloid 
groups. Thus, if the eyeball protrudes beyond the 

Fig. 4 Measurement of vertical profi le of the orbit.
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frontal surface of the orbit, it evidences the open 
structure of the orbit, which is typical of Mongol-
oid groups (Fig. 4.)

Contrary to the abovementioned, a deep-
er placement of the eyeball corresponds to the 
enclosed type of orbits, which is typical of the 
Caucasian groups (Герасимов 1955:74.) This 
characteristic was evaluated on the binary scale 
as “present-absent”. On the profi le images of the 
face, we may notice one more characteristic fea-
ture separating race groups – the orbit profi le. 
M.M. Gerasimov singles out two types of orbit 
positioning: vertical, more typical of Mongoloids, 
and inclining, typical of Caucasians (Герасимов 
1955: 75-76) With the vertical orbit positioning, 
the angle between the German horizontal and the 
frontal surface of the orbit is close to right (and, 
in some cases, becomes acute), while with the in-
clining orbit positioning, the angle is blunt (Fig. 

4). These observations were confi rmed by the 
latest research. So, V.Bakholdina established re-
liable differences between Caucasians and Mon-
goloids on these characteristics. She stated that 
greater openness of Mongoloid orbits manifests 
itself in the lesser value of external hollows and 
their vertical profi le is less than that of Caucasians 
(Bakholdina, 2002: 23-24). The angle of orbit in-
clination, corresponding to the angle between the 
German horizontal line and the line connecting 
the upper edge of the orbit and the most protrud-
ing point of the cheekbone, was measured in de-
grees in Adobe Photoshop.

The received indices and values became main 
characteristics of the examined faces and were later 
used in the statistical analysis of the material. The 
analysis of sculpture was conducted according to 
the same principles as in conventional anthropol-
ogy, i.e. male sculptures were assessed separately 

Fig. 5 The diagram of bivariate correlations. The positioning of samples in the space of two characteristics. Male 
sculpture, division into six periods.
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from female ones. We applied standard statistical 
procedures to determine the differences between 
faces of various historical periods: Student’s t-test 
and Hoteling’s T-square distribution test, analysis 
of variance and discriminant analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The analysis of variance was used for selection 
of characteristics demonstrating reliable differ-
ences between the groups. Among such character-

istics are: the angle between palpebral fi ssures, the 
ratio between heights of face, the ratio between 
widths of face, and thickness of lips. The dia-
gram refl ecting placement of individual samples 
in the space of two characteristics was plotted to 
illustrate the most expressed differences on these 
parameters: the angle of inclination of palpebral 
fi ssures and correlation of heights of face (Fig. 5.) 
The diagram demonstrates distinct differences in 
these characteristics between the Archaic as well 
as High and Late Classic groups. At that, there is 
no transgression between, for instance, the High 

period of Art style vertical profi le 
of the orbit

convexity of 
the eyeball

period of Art style 1 0.68 -0.59

vertical profi le 
of the orbit 0.68 1 -0.61

convexity of an eyeball -0.59 -0.61 1

Table 1. Correlations between the period of art, the vertical profi le of the orbit and convexity of the eyeball

Fig. 6 Positioning of sculpture samples in the space of canonical variables. Male sculpture, division into six periods.
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Archaic group (Archaic I) and the High Classic at 
all, while only three samples out of “Archaic II” 
fall into the zone of compact placement of clas-
sic sculptures. The “Severe Style” group, as was 
expected, takes an intermediate position between 
two such isolated conglomerates. As for Palmyra 
funeral portraits, the eye placement tends to the 
Greek Classic period, although the correlation be-
tween the heights of face drifts towards the Ar-
chaic sculpture. It is worth noting that the patterns 
discovered as a result of such a simple analysis of 
only two characteristics were later confi rmed by 
multivariate methods as well.

The application of the discriminate analysis2 
for male sculptures using six stylistic groups con-
ventionally selected in the history of art resulted 
in data plotted in Fig. 6. According to the fi rst ca-
nonical variable (Root 1), the groups were sepa-
rated by a complex of characteristics including the 
eye inclination angle, lip thickness and index of 
face widths. A lesser value of angle of inclination 
of palpebral fi ssures correlated with a lesser value 
of lip thickness and a greater index of face widths. 
It may be illustrated as follows: the outer corner 
of eye is higher than the inner, thin lips, with the 
shape of face being more rectangular. Along the 
x-axis, the Archaic sculpture is considerably iso-
lated from the rest with only a few samples falling 
in to the space of the Classic sculpture.

2 Discriminant function analysis is used to determine 
which variables discriminate between two or more natu-
rally occurring groups. A biologist could record different 
characteristics of similar types (groups) of objects, and 
then perform a discriminant function analysis to determine 
the set of characteristics that allows for the best discrimi-
nation between the types.

The second canonical variable (Root 2) di-
vides the groups according to the complex of 
characteristics including the ratio of heights of 
face (Н2:Н1), the angle of orbit inclination and 
lip thickness. It is evident that the dividing char-
acteristics are repeated, while the leading role in 
the division of samples on the second parameter is 
played by the correlation of heights of face, which 
essentially defi nes the correlation of the levels 
of face. Relatively small values of the angle be-
tween palpebral fi ssures (the direct placement of 
orbits of slightly inclined towards the centre) are 
typical of samples with the heavy lower jaw and 
relatively thick lips. The maximum differences on 
this vector (y-axis) are found in certain samples 
of the Severe style (the lower part of the coordi-
nate space) and the Palmyra funeral portrait (the 
upper part of the space). The remaining groups are 
more or less evenly distributed between these ex-
tremes. Summing up the differences on both axes, 
it is possible to say that on the right side of the 
space, there are samples with the rectangular face, 
thin lips and slanted eyes (the outer corner higher 
than the inner), at that, in the lower part of the 
space, the lower jaw is heavier and lips are thick-
er. On the left side of the space, the correlation of 
the characteristics is reverse: faces are more tri-
angular with relatively thick lips, with the outer 
corner of the eye being lower than the inner one. 
At the same time, as in case with the right side of 
the space, samples with the high lower level of 
face are placed in the lower part of the plot, which 
in fact corresponds to the heavy lower jaw. Fig. 
7 demonstrates the most more typical images of 
each period. 

Fig. 7 From left to right: Archaic, Severe Style, High Classic, Hellenistic, Palmyra sculpture.
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Thus, the division of the examined groups is 
reliable, and defi ned complexes of characteristics 
are clearly visualized. More general grouping of 
the material with only 4 groups (Archaic, Classic, 
Hellenistic and Palmyra portrait) demonstrates the 
same patterns. The same approaches were applied 
to the analysis of female sculptures. The results 
of division are somewhat less clear, but dividing 
characteristics are the same, and patterns of group 
differentiation remain constant regardless of the 
grouping principle – six or four style periods. This 
fact (the same patterns of intergroup variability) 
substantiated our deviation from the conventional 
anthropological principle of separate analysis of 
male and female samples and performance of the 
pooled sample analysis comprising all investigat-
ed models of sculpture.

The results of the discriminant analysis are de-
picted in Fig. 8. Examination of the pooled sam-

ple enabled observation of the main artistic trends 
in creating an image of the human face in the 
specifi ed historical periods. First of all, it is nec-
essary to underline greater density of placement 
of the Classic sculpture in the diagram as opposed 
to the Archaic sculpture. At that, such compact-
ness is observed both on the x- and y-axes. It is 
easy to suggest that such low variability of face 
proportions in the Classic sculpture is primarily 
explained by rigid regulations in depicting the hu-
man face, which leads to unifi cation of the form. 
The second interesting fact is presence of two con-
tradictory trends in development of the sculpture 
form. During the transition from the Archaic to 
the Classic sculpture, a shift in proportions, apart 
from decrease of variability can be observed: the 
face tends to become more triangular, with the 
face lower level becoming higher (especially in 
the Severe samples), lip thickness increases, and 

Fig. 8 The positioning of the pooled sample in the space of the fi rst two roots. 
The arrows show how systems of visual methods changed from period to period: the fi rst arrow is from Archaic to 

High Classic and Hellenistic, the second is from High Classic and Hellenistic to Palmyra funerary sculpture.
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eyes acquire the specifi c “weeping” expression 
on account of principally different inclination of 
palpebral fi ssures. This tendency in its ultimate 
expression results in creation of the Hellenistic 
images occupying the most left positions in the 
fi eld of coordinates in Fig. 8.

However, deviation from the abovementioned 
tendency occurs simultaneously, that is why a part 
of Hellenistic sculptures and, particularly, Palmyra 
funeral portraits return to the system of proportions 
characteristic for the Archaic sculpture. In other 
words, the face becomes more rectangular, lips 
thinner, and the lower level of the face decreases. 
As for the position of palpebral fi ssures, the Pal-
myra sample contains exemplars with both types 
of frontal eye placement, i.e. faces with higher 
outer eye corner in comparison with the inner one, 
but opposite variants are also presented. It should 
be noted that the study was particularly focused 

on the placement of palpebral fi ssures because this 
characteristic feature has become one of the most 
reliable markers in dividing different periods in 
the ancient sculpture. Along with that, in classifi -
cations of races the attention is also paid to the po-
sition of eyes, because the inclination of palpebral 
fi ssures is evidently connected with the degree of 
horizontal profi le of the face: the lesser the angle 
of horizontal profi le, especially at the orbit level, 
the more probable is lower placement of the outer 
corner of the eye in relation to the inner one.

As the eyes are particularly important features 
in the system of characteristics defi ning artistic 
expression of the image, we paid special attention 
to this area of the face. The transition from the Ar-
chaic to the Classic periods was accompanied by 
a shift in the relative placement of the outer and 
inner corner of the eye. It is not diffi cult to notice 
that Greek sculptures of different historical peri-

Fig. 9 Values of inclination angles of the orbit. Results of  t-test are statistically signifi cant. 1 – Archaic period. 2- 
Classic period.
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ods (meaning styles) have a different structure of 
the cheekbone area. Archaic sculptures can be dif-
ferentiated by a slightly greater convexity of the 
cheekbones forward, which creates the impression 
of a slightly fl at face. Moreover, on the faces of 
Archaic sculptures the eyeball protrudes forward 
compared with the plane of the face. Ancient art-
ists were able to convey this peculiarity perfectly 
depicting a slight swelling in the area of the upper 
eyelid. These characteristics could not escape our 
attention. It is established that the angle of the ver-
tical profi le of the orbit on the profi le image (Fig. 
4) can be reliably discriminated in sculptures of 
different periods (Fig. 9). The Classic sculpture 
has the angle of orbit inclination shifted to greater 
values. It means that in the Classic sculpture the 
cheekbone protrudes far less. The reason for faces 
appearing fl atter is that sculptures of the Archaic 
period have protruding cheekbones. The correla-
tion analysis showed presence of non-random cor-
relations of the middle level between the vertical 
profi le of the orbit and the degree of eyeball pro-
trusion evaluated as a binary parameter: convexity 
– 1, lack of convexity – 0 (Table 1).

The data shows that the vertical profi le of the 
orbit characteristic for the Archaic sculpture is 
connected with the presence of swelling of the 
upper eyelid, and, vice versa, – greater angles of 
the vertical profi le of the orbit (Classic sculpture) 
correlate with its absence. It is necessary to note 
that the eye area structure could have been out of 
regulations according to the canon. In any case, 
extant evidences of the canon do not contain in-
structions on how to depict the eye area. 

It enables supposition that, as opposed to face 
proportions, the considered characteristics of the 
eye area, most likely, refl ect a shift of the anthro-
pological image of the population. At that, Archaic 
sculptures unexpectedly recreate anthropological 
peculiarities typical of the Asian race: high rounded 
orbits (arched eyebrows) with lesser external hol-
lows (open form of the orbit) and swelling of the 
upper eyelid. These features are very representative 
for the Archaic type, and differences between the 

Classic and the Archaic types are statistically sig-
nifi cant. Asian features in the facial structure of the 
ancient Greek population do not look realistic, and 
for this reason it is possible to suggest that these 
non-Greek features in the Archaic face refl ect some 
anthropological peculiarities of a pre-Greek popu-
lation of the region retained after the hellenisation 
of Greece and Asia Minor for a considerable peri-
od of time. These features are mentioned by some 
ancient writers. We would like to quote Polemon’s 
(I-II AD) description of Ionic Greeks (according to 
Herodotus, Ionic Greeks, Athenians in particular 
originate from the Pelasgians): “…their men are 
rather tall with broad shoulders, handsome, well-
built and rather fair-skinned. Their hair is not quite 
fair, relatively soft and slightly wavy. Their fac-
es are broad with high cheekbones, thin lips and 
straight nose. Their eyes are bright and full of fi re.” 
This ancient “verbal portrait” is in many ways a re-
fl ection of the Archaic sculpture.

CONCLUSION

Anthropological methods are able to pinpoint 
typological peculiarities of sculptures of different 
historical periods. To the great extent, these dif-
ferences are manifested in the inclination of pal-
pebral fi ssures, correlation of heights and widths 
of the face and relative thickness of lips. At the 
same time, the variability of face proportions in 
the Archaic sculpture is higher than in the Clas-
sic period, which is explained by appearance and 
wide distribution of the proportional canon. The 
revealed differences may be accounted for by the 
application of the proportional systems rather than 
by the anthropological environment.

The scope of data analysis in combination with 
the historical study of development of the ancient 
art enables determination of characteristics of the 
image pertaining to canonical proportions and 
separate features outside the canon.

The degree of convexity of the eye and the ver-
tical profi le of the orbits appears to be not included 
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in the proportional characteristics of the canon be-
cause of the complexity of formalisation. Changes 
of these characteristics in various periods may be 
tentatively explained by the infl uence of the an-
thropological environment as well as peculiarities 
of artistic taste. These characteristics are connect-
ed both with each other and simultaneously with 
the period by moderate correlations.

The stability of reproduction of these charac-
teristics on a large territory and for a considerable 
period of time suggests the artistic image being in-
fl uenced by the existing anthropological environ-
ment of the period. The change of the image at the 
turn of the VI-V centuries BC probably refl ects the 
shift in the anthropological type that took place in 
the distant past. For a number of reasons, this shift 
was actualized in art signifi cantly later.

The obtained data analysis allows us to hypoth-
esize existence of a pattern in the development of 
the artistic form not connected with the human 
image and not refl ecting a concrete anthropologi-
cal type. The study of idealized images of the hu-
man face (not connected with copying a model) 
demonstrates extreme closeness of Palmyra funer-
al images to the proportional model characteristic 
for Greek Archaic images. At that, proper anthro-
pological characteristics of the image (structure 
of the orbital area) indicate to the number of con-
siderable differences between the Palmyra portrait 
and Greek Archaic sculpture, which can probably 
be explained by the difference between anthropo-
logical types of Peloponnese population in IV-V 
centuries BC and the Roman province of Syria 
in the second and third centuries BC and to AD. 
The above stated is of principal importance be-
cause the full scope of considered images, despite 
being attributed to different historical periods and 
geographical regions, is integrated by common 
Greco-Roman artistic tradition. The revealed ten-
dencies and patterns represent the tendencies and 
patterns of cultural development of the greatest 
civilization regarding as the foundation of today’s 
European artistic tradition.
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REZIME 
GRČKI PORTRET. 
ANTROPOLOŠKA ANALIZA 
ANTIČKE GRČKE SKULPTURE 

KLJUČNE REČI: GRČKA SKULPTURA, 
PROPORCIJE LICA, EVOLUCIJA UMETNIČKE 
SLIKE.

Članak je posvećen izučavanju mogućnosti 
korišćenja antropoloških metoda za identifi kaciju 
uzoraka vajarskih dela. Autori su koristili grčku 
arhaičnu i klasičnu skulpturu pošto je već izuča-
vana i može da pomogne u proučavanju nove met-
odologije istraživanja. Pretpostavlja se da je grčka 
skulptura prikaz stvarnog antropološkog tipa. Za 
testiranje hipoteze izmereno je više od 150 uzora-
ka grčke skulpture. Sa druge strane namera ovog 

rada je da se otkrije mehanizam evolucije grčke 
skulpture iz različitih vremenskih perioda. Odva-
janje antropoloških karakteristika od onih koje 
odražavaju kulturne obrasce i trendove, kao što 
su kanon, izuzetno je problematično. Ipak, prime-
na antropoloških metoda za analizu umetničkih 
predmeta stvara novu metodologiju i otkriva ten-
dencije u razvoju slike. Studija nam omogućava 
da odvajamo karakteristike koji su povezane s 
kanonom od antropoloških karakteristika kao što 
su strukture periorbitalnog prostora i horizontalni 
profi l lica. Stabilnost reprodukcije ovih funkcija 
kroz vreme i prostor ukazuju da postoji uticaj na 
slike iz realnog antropološkog okruženja. Prome-
na slike u toku prelaza od arhaičnog do klasičnog 
doba verovatno odražava promenu antropološkog 
tipa koji se dogodio u dalekoj prošlosti.


